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So, while cutting-edge technology remains important to the healthcare industry, don’t forget that 
includes printers, copiers, and fax machines. By leveraging managed print services, healthcare 
providers can ensure that they’re making the most of these necessary devices.

Taking care of patients comes with a long list of requirements. Aside from the vital personnel 
involved, technology plays a larger role than ever. A streamlined, efficient and well-supported 
infrastructure of technology is crucial in today’s healthcare organizations. As a building block for 
daily operation, a properly functioning printing and document imaging strategy can’t be taken for 
granted. This is why managed print services for healthcare providers has become essential. 

WHAT TO CONSIDER WHEN BUYING OFFICE 
EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
Managed print services (MPS) entail outsourcing the monitoring, maintenance, repair, and supply of 
your hospital’s printers to experts who handle all necessary operations remotely. MPS 
for healthcare providers is a specific version that takes their unique needs into consideration. It’s 
also the future of printing in the healthcare industry for the following five reasons.

1. PRINTING IS STILL IMPERATIVE IN THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY

While electronic health record (EHR) technology is now commonplace throughout the healthcare 
industry, the ability to print documents remains essential.

According to research done by The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information 
Technology on interoperable health information exchange, “About seven in 10 hospitals send or 
receive a summary of care records using mail or fax.”

On the other hand, the report also found that only “About a quarter of hospitals used 
multi-electronic health record (EHR) vendor networks to send or receive a summary of care 
records”, which is further evidence that healthcare providers still rely heavily on paper documents.

What many find even more surprising, though, is that hospitals are actually increasing their 
printing. In fact, 

ABOUT SEVEN IN 10 HOSPITALS SEND OR 
RECEIVE A SUMMARY OF CARE RECORDS 

USING MAIL OR FAX.

THE AVERAGE 1,500-BED HOSPITAL 
PRINTS MORE THAN 8 MILLION PAGES 

PER MONTH

1,500 8,000,000



According to a survey of U.S. office workers undertaken by Robert Half 
Technology, “Employees could be losing more than two work weeks each 

year…trying to get their computer equipment to work.” This includes printers.

Worse yet, while employees are busy trying to fix their printers – a task they’re probably not trained 
for – inefficiencies pile up. Healthcare providers get behind. Patients aren’t happy, but employee 
morale can take a serious hit, too.

Managed print services for the healthcare industry keep these kinds of nightmare scenarios from 
ever happening. The moment there’s a problem, you just contact your dedicated team to let them 
know. If they can’t fix the problem with you over the phone, they’ll send out a technician to address 
it ASAP.

2. PRINT-RELATED COSTS CAN QUICKLY PILE UP
Eight-million pages per month is no small number. Therefore, it should come as no surprise that the 
costs related to that kind of volume can quickly become overwhelming.

Of course, if you’re a hospital administrator, you know this all-too-well. You’ve seen just how much 
it can cost every month to keep up with your hospital’s demand for printing and copying 
documents.

One of the most important costs related to these activities is those associated with the 
maintenance and repair of printers. It’s not just the price to fix printers that aren’t working, either. 
There’s the cost associated with the downtime involved until your printer begins working correctly 
again.

No healthcare provider should have to settle for outdated technology. 

However, replacing printers can sometimes seem like more trouble than its worth. There’s the initial 
process of selecting the devices that will make the most sense for your hospital or practice. Then, 
you have to actually set up those new printers and implement any software they require.

Understandably, then, this important decision often gets put off, year-after-year. Unfortunately, 
these postponements make it all the more likely that old printers will suffer the kinds of expensive 
and time-consuming malfunctions described above.

Taking advantage of managed print services in healthcare begins with first looking at your printing 
equipment. If modern printers would be a good investment, your MPS team will help you make the 
right choice for both your hospital’s needs and budget. They’ll then help you through the entire 
installation and implementation process.

With modern printers, your employees can always print in the formats required by the healthcare 
industry and those set forth by HIPAA. They’ll also streamline workflows and revolutionize 
operations.

3. AGEING EQUIPMENT CAN BE REPLACED WITH NEW AND MODERN DEVICES

” ”

YOUR EMPLOYEES CAN ALWAYS PRINT 
IN THE FORMATS REQUIRED BY THE 
HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY AND THOSE 
SET FORTH BY HIPAA



“IN 2018, 15,085,302 PATIENT 
RECORDS WERE BREACHED.”

4. PRINTER SECURITY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER BEFORE
It goes without saying that security is paramount in the healthcare industry. Obviously, laws 
regarding personally identifiable information require providers to take specific measures in order to 
protect patients’ information. 

The fact that providers have access to this kind of information is also why they’ve become prime 
targets for hackers. Disturbingly, in 2019, “82% of hospital tech experts reported [a] ‘significant 
security incident’” over the past year. That amount could actually be much higher, too, as some 
tech experts may not have known they were victimized. Another frightening statistic about patient 
records comes from the Protensus Breach Barometer: 

HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS THAT 
INVEST IN MANAGED PRINT SERVICES 
ENJOY AN AVERAGE SAVINGS OF 27%! 

If that’s not bad enough, it turns out that the daunting number is almost triple what it was the year 
before. By outsourcing your printer security to MPS experts, you won’t have to worry about 
hackers using your hospital’s printers as their access point. That’s right. Despite what a lot of 
people think, printers can allow hackers into your network. Put an expert in charge of making sure 
this doesn’t happen and you won’t have to worry about it.

5. MANAGED PRINT SERVICES COME WITH PREDICTABLE COSTS
Finally, managed print services in the healthcare industry will continue to become commonplace 
because they’re one of the most effective ways organizations’ purchasing departments can 
predict upcoming costs.

For example, as a print expert is in charge of monitoring your use of supplies, they can also send 
you more when necessary – not beforehand. In this way, managed print services aren’t just about 
reducing costs but also about creating future savings: “the organization does not spend money to 
keep toner or ink inventory on hand to keep machines constantly supplied with consumables.”

This is not some negligible amount, either. 

27%
OF
SAVINGS

15,085,302
RECORDS BREACHED



OFFICE TECHNOLOGIES’ MANAGED 
PRINT SERVICES FOR HEALTHCARE 
Don’t accept inefficient printing practices or exorbitant overhead at your organization. With 
managed print services for healthcare providers, your printing will become more effective and 
affordable.

At Office Technologies, we bring almost 30 years of experience to the table. This includes helping 
organizations like yours make the most of managed print services.

Contact us today to learn about how we can help your hospital increase efficiencies, savings, and 
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security.

Email: sales@myofficetechnologies.com 

Address: 515 Farmington Ave Pottstown, PA 19464 

Phone: 610-326-4700
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